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    Introduction

We see the present moment as the beginning of a new inflationary regime that will ultimately 
end only after several years or more of US dollar devaluation and a balancing of the budget. 
The Federal Reserve is tapering its quantitative easing program. We don’t believe the drop in 
treasury bond purchases by the Fed will be met by demand from foreign or domestic investors 
without a rapid rise in interest rates. Corporate debt markets are fragile because of exceeding-
ly high leverage, poor credit quality, and a high percentage of “zombie”companies that make 
less money than they have to pay in debt service. For these reasons we see a high probabil-
ity that the Federal Reserve’s will implement Yield Curve Controls at some point this year or 
next. That event would signal full recognition of the new inflation regime that we are already in 
today.

This newsletter is also part two on our series on Inflation. If you have not done so already we 
recommend reading part one at this link. We provide a look at what is happening right now 
with inflation and why this is likely to be the dominant risk now and coming years. We support 
this view here and on Twitter where we recently pointed out that the Federal Reserve is re-
moving gold prices and money supply data from FRED.

We begin with insights into the recent crash in risk assets including our call on Twitter that Ark 
Invest’s flagship fund $ARKK hit a local bottom. Our concerns with the new inflation regime 
appear to be driving the crash and believe $SPY has more room to fall...but at the same time 
we believe many innovative companies like StoneCo $STNE and Stride $LRN are very cheap 
and well positioned to perform despite the macro headwinds.

Along with this newsletter and Twitter, we also uploaded new podcasts and publications for 
readers that would like to know more about our investing strategy...

Joe McPhail’s macro outlook for 2022 including the new inflationary regime and implications 
for asset correlations.

https://youtu.be/TvSe44E2Qeo?t=918

Why silver mining companies are our highest conviction inflation hedge. We note in here that 
the Federal

https://www.intuitecon.com/post/silver-electrification-inflation-hedge

Weekly markets update podcast from January 24th

https://www.intuitecon.com/podcast/episode/25928bd5/weekly-market-update-1242022

https://www.intuitecon.com/post/inflation-past-and-future
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486044106023395333
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486044106023395333
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486044106023395333
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486044106023395333
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486070095671664643?s=20
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1486070095671664643?s=20
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1485702387666984963?s=20
https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1485961829767516164?s=20
https://youtu.be/TvSe44E2Qeo?t=918
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/silver-electrification-inflation-hedge
https://www.intuitecon.com/podcast/episode/25928bd5/weekly-market-update-1242022 
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    First Correction in Over a Year

The S&P 500 just had its first 10% correction in 16 months. We’ve been drawing the above 
chart on Twitter for the past six months. The reason is that starting six months ago the bull 
market in the S&P 500 set a record in terms of strength. The 50 vs 200 day moving average is 
a common measure for any bull market, and since the correction in September 2020 the differ-
ential was persistently about 8%. By comparison the strongest bull markets of the past decade 
were only about 5% and didn’t last as long. Other measures such as realized $VIX also set a 
record low in 2021 going back a century!

Investors in the world’s most cited benchmark ($SPY) have enjoyed a thriving bull market with 
little volatility for an unusually long period of time. Psychologically, investors will likely be slow 
to adjust now to a higher volatility environment as their idea of what constitutes a “big” and 
“small” shift in price or “sell-off” starts to change. This is one reason why our team put out our 
first “Sell Everything” tweet on December 2nd … anticipating that a combination of events was 
likely to create the correction we just had. For these reasons we believe the $SPY correction 
was not an absolute bottom, but a local bottom that could easily be broken in coming weeks or 
months. 

S&P 500 Daily Chart

https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1466579263809900545?s=20
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Risk assets across the board suffered including crypto and disruptive technologies like those 
in ARKK. Our bottom call for ARKK in May 2021 showed similar technical signs of a bounce 
back such as the spike in volumes, depressed RSI, and “hammer” formation.

 Our tweets earlier this week go more in depth over the recent price action. During this week’s 
discussion in our Clubhouse meeting, which is recorded and published on our podcast play-
list, our CEO and Portfolio Manager, Joe McPhail also referred to trends in RSI over the past 
decade to pinpoint that this kind of sell-off only happened at an average of once a year. 

This year’s close to 10% adjustment for $SPY is not really a big deal, however, when one 
chooses to look at the larger time horizon, and realize that prices are back to levels from a 
couple months ago. The pain that’s felt by investors right now is only relative as people were 
accustomed to the sizable and consistent returns that came from large and steady price 
increases over the past year. Investor’s psychological reactions come from a sudden and 
drastic shift in trends. This is why we believe that $SPY’s correction is not over yet.

https://twitter.com/WEquilCapital/status/1485702387666984963
https://www.clubhouse.com/club/wequil-capital?utm_source=clubhouse&utm_medium=share_club&utm_campaign=gJaRs1wGtEOVytsgKDwOkA-33829
https://open.spotify.com/episode/55kloyRiyp7vNGxcidXc0R?si=81f05774f0cb4e5d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/55kloyRiyp7vNGxcidXc0R?si=81f05774f0cb4e5d
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Google searches for “inflation” are trending up

On December 5, 2021 … Jerome Powell was re-confirmed for a second term and immediately 
started to become more hawkish as supply chain bottle-necks persisted and broad based in-
flation measures showed little indication of coming down without intervention. As of this publi-
cation in January 2022, the Federal Reserve is moving to end their Quantitative Easing (QE) 
program and raise the Fed Fund rates to combat CPI prints around 7% year-over-year during 
the last quarter of 2021. The removal of treasury bond purchases (QE) is coming at a time 
when government spending relative to GDP has been higher than any other point in history.

Deficit spending creates more supply of government bonds; which during the pandemic was 
bought in part by the Fed at a rate of $120 Billion a month. That purchase rate dropped to $90 
Billion in December of 2021, and dropped again to $60 Billion in January of 2022. Tapering of 
bond purchases is expected to continue until ending by mid year. At the same time, govern-
ment deficit spending is expected to continue. A simple supply / demand analysis suggests 
that the yields on treasury bonds will need to rise in order to entice other buyers of govern-
ment debt.

The New Inflationary Regime

On June 10, 2020 … the Chairman of the Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell, indicated that fel-
low central bank officials were examining “Yield Curve Targeting” (YCT) strategies in their tool 
kit. This announcement took some by surprise given the economic backdrop. The reason for 
Yield Curve Targeting has historically been inflation. The pandemic induced fears of a global 
recession. Such fears typically coincide with deflationary fears, not inflation, and even more 
so given that much of the service driven economy was shut down driving up savings rates for 
households held up in their homes. The reopening in early 2021 unleashed these savings and 
government deficit spending into the economy in full force. For the first time in over three de-
cades actual inflation was printing well above target, fears and Google searches for “Inflation” 
continued to rise.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/investors-get-ready-for-the-fed-to-cap-rates-11591870322
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One challenge facing these buyers is that the real return on US government debt has never 
been so low. As of January 18, 2022 the ten year treasury yield is 1.86% while CPI prints are 
above 7% making the current real yield below negative 5%. Forward looking measures of 
inflation such as breakeven rates at 2.44% do not appear as perilous, but are still setting low 
records going back decades. Regardless of which measure of inflation one uses … inves-
tors buying US government bonds at current yields are locking themselves into an erosion of 
wealth over time as the interest they earn is likely to be far less than the erosion in purchas-
ing power for the US dollar.

Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=KZkQ

The big question today is this … 

What will the Federal Reserve do if the government keeps deficit spending and the 
global marketplace does not buy the government’s debt?

We believe that the bond bull market of the past forty years is over…at least for the foresee-
able future…and the only buyer large enough to prevent a collapse in debt markets like we 
saw at the start of the pandemic is the Federal Reserve. Debt levels across state and local 
government, corporates and households are simply too high to allow rates to rise with in-
flation. The US government could theoretically start engaging in more substantive efforts to 
balance the budget … but as is usually the case we expect such efforts to occur only after a 
crisis is evident to the general public.
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We believe that this recognition may occur with the implementation of Yield Curve Targeting 
(YCT). The United States last implemented such a policy during WWII. Inflation was running 
hot and the Federal Reserve coordinated with the Federal Government to effectively finance 
the war effort. The Fed did this by stating publicly that they would purchase unlimited amounts 
of treasury bonds above a set target of 2.5%. In this way the Fed can, in theory, directly control 
the yield curve. But the same cannot be said for inflation.
 
Implementing YCT would be an acknowledgment that global demand for US government debt 
is insufficient to support further deficit spending. This in turn might threaten the position of 
the US dollar as the global reserve currency, and accelerate a move toward a more balanced 
basket of currencies including perhaps other major economies such as India and some cryp-
to assets such as Ethereum and Bitcoin. Such a scenario would bring the position of the US 
economy and the dollar more in line with its contribution with global GDP … and help usher in 
a new more balanced world order.

–
The Federal Reserve has increased the size of its balance sheet by more than $4 Trillion since 
the crisis began. Moreover, the Federal Reserve bought corporate bonds including junk bonds. 
Both of these measures are a first for the Fed.
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The effect has been a massive increase in corporate debt as businesses raised to take ad-
vantage of artificially low borrowing rates (figure below). GDP has bounced back reducing 
the size of debt to GDP, but the broader trend higher has left the corporate debt market vul-
nerable. All the debt refinancing helped push the due dates for paying corporate debt further 
into the future, but the investors who financed this debt are now facing longer maturities and 
much higher inflation risks.

Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=rtZ8

The net result of these differences is a mitigation in the Deflationary Cycle that made the 
Great Depression so memorable. We avoided the deflationary spiral of the Great Depression. 
But unprecedented government deficit spending, large debts, and elevated inflation risks are 
making any investment in bonds very risky.

The pandemic response was in many ways the opposite of the Great Depression, perhaps 
in part because the historical experience and concerns of policy makers is also the opposite. 
Central bankers during the Great Depression had recently lived through several notable cur-
rency devaluations and collapses, most notably during WWI but also the German Papiermark 
during the early 1920s.
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Central bankers today have lived through an unprecedented period of currency stability (see 
chart below) and have been frustrated by attempts to create inflation since the Financial Cri-
sis…a goal that would confuse central bankers living in the early 1930s.

The graph demonstrates a sizable devaluation of major currencies relative to gold, particularly 
in 1971 when the US switched over to a dollar-based, fiat monetary system.

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/changing-value-money-ray-dalio/

Government spending did eventually help reverse deflation during the Great Depression, but 
the size of deficit spending was very small compared to spending during the pandemic. This is 
essentially why the Federal Reserve and other central banks have considered or may consider 
targeting the yield curve in the future, but never did during the Great Depression.

QE during the pandemic has been both larger and qualitatively different. The Federal Reserve 
has injected over $4 Trillion into the US system through expansion of the balance sheet in a 
very short period. This compares to just about 1.2 Trillion in immediate response to the Finan-
cial Crisis. They also made the unprecedented move (for the Fed) of purchasing corporate 
bonds. The net effect on the money supply has clearly been larger than that of the post Finan-
cial Crisis period.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/changing-value-money-ray-dalio/ 
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/bst_recenttrends.htm
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Money Supply in the United States Rising Faster after COVID19 Crisis

Source: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?g=ru25

The Federal Reserve has also helped to fund “Helicopter Money” which are direct payments 
of cash to households. Enhanced unemployment benefits helped to increase incomes. In 
contrast to the Trillions spent during the pandemic … the Federal Government spent just 
$700 Billion to help support the mortgage market, banks, and Fannie and Freddie. Essentially 
zero dollars were issued to directly support households during the Financial Crisis.

The increase in money supply and channeling of funds directly to households more likely to 
spend instead of investing in financial assets combined with supply chain disruptions were 
key drivers of inflation risks during the reopening. As one would expect, CPI inflation fell in 
April and May 2019 after COVID19 and the lockdown had its toll on consumer and business 
spending. However, in December 2021, CPI increased 7% from December 2020 on an annu-
alized basis. In contrast, CPI plunged during the Financial Crisis.
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Another key difference is the housing market. About 40% of CPI is directly or indirectly tied to 
housing. Home prices are not the sole factor that drives housing costs, but they are an import-
ant one. The Financial Crisis was essentially caused by a housing bubble and the deflation of 
that bubble was an important mitigant to any inflation fears. In contrast, the Federal Reserve 
backstopped the entire credit markets and held artificially low interest rates…a key driver of 
home prices. 

In short, there was no need for central banks to set yield curve targets in the aftermath of the 
Financial Crisis. Money supply expanded only moderately, and was mostly directed towards 
wealthier individuals and financial institutions less likely to spend on real goods and services. 
Government spending and deficits were also small in comparison to that of the pandemic. 
Housing was also a big drag on inflation. Each of these reasons is not applicable to today. 
Hence the interest in Yield Curve Targeting.

What follows are three examples of Yield Curve Targeting including Australia’s response to 
the COVID19 Crisis, Japan in 2016, and the United States during and just after WWII. These 
examples illustrate how and why these central banks and periods lent themselves to a change 
in strategy.

Investment grade corporate debt yields 2.8% as of Jan 13, 2022. This is the lowest in history 
despite investment grade bonds having unprecedentedly long maturities, more leverage, and a 
higher percentage of BBB ratings. High yield corporate debt currently yields 5.4%. This is near 
the lowest in history despite expectations that actual defaults may be double this yield.

https://www.spglobal.com/ratings/en/research/articles/200528-default-transition-and-recovery-the-u-s-speculative-grade-corporate-default-rate-is-likely-to-reach-12-5-11509206#:~:text=S%26P%20Global%20Ratings%20Research%20expects,2020%20(see%20chart%201).
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There are many potential reasons for bond prices being so high in the USA. One could point 
to the unprecedented actions by the Federal Reserve during the pandemic … buying both 
investment grade and high yield bond ETFs. It could be that investors simply have so much 
money today relative to history that they are having a hard time finding anything worth invest-
ing in … and so they target retirement funds which often have large bond positions no matter 
the price. However, there is another potential reason behind the Bond Bubble. Stocks and 
bonds have historically never had such a low and negative correlation. Inflation would likely 
increase this correlation.
–
In conclusion, we see the present moment as the beginning of a new inflationary regime. This 
“Part 2” on our inflation thesis that we first formulated two years ago. In that thesis we out-
lined eight major forces that drive inflation. All are point up today save one, Productivity, and 
that probably won’t be enough to prevent a continued erosion of purchasing power for the US 
dollar in coming years.

https://www.intuitecon.com/post/correlation-regimes
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/correlation-regimes
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With higher inflation comes higher asset correlations. We explain why in our presentation on 
“Correlation Regimes”. This is critical to our investing strategy because very few assets per-
form well during periods of higher inflation. Broader stock and bond ETFs like target retire-
ment date funds are just one example.

For these reasons we will be detailing our “Inflation Portfolio” next week.

   Next Week: The Inflation Portfolio

Very few assets can perform well in an inflationary environment. Next week’s publication will 
focus on how we are positioning for this inflationary regime.

Our flagship portfolio includes large positions in silver mining companies, commodities, 
emerging markets and disruptive technology. We will be analyzing these positions in-depth in 
next week’s newsletter.

If you can’t wait to read more and want a little taste of what’s to come next week, check out 
our recent article on Silver!

https://www.intuitecon.com/post/correlation-regimes
https://www.intuitecon.com/post/silver-electrification-inflation-hedge
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Thank you for reading!

Thank you for your interest in our weekly newsletter. We are excited to learn with you in 2022 
and beyond. Please share feedback with us so we can make this increasingly valuable to you 
as we grow our vision for WEquil.Capital. You can connect with us and share your view on 
Twitter or Discord. We welcome you to our weekly Clubhouse discussion on Monday and our 
Happy Hour each Thursday both at 5PM EST.

Sincerely,

Joe McPhail
CEO of WEquil Group

FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.
This article is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice or as a rec-
ommendation regarding any particular security or course of action.
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Get More From WEquil Capital

WEquil Capital is launching our collaborative portfolio on March 1st. Members of our Brain Trust 
will meet for discussions and debates to be able to influence how we construct our public portfo-
lio. Please reach out to us if you are interested in participating in the construction of our collabo-
rative portfolio!

         Join us for online discussions on our Weekly Happy Hour

 Learn more about our Brain Trust

 Receive our newsletter straight to your inbox. 

Follow us on Twitter

Join our Hive Mind on Discord

If you haven’t already, sign up with us now on Revue.
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